argues academics need to "burn the books" so "new modes of scholarship" that are powered by the internet can evolve and not just square pegged print models jammed into a circular web (15) . One of the most important aspects of Parry's argument is that difference between print models on the web and newer fluid models. He feels that academics are making the same mistakes as mainstream journalism by attempting to protect a print-based capitalistic model. Like Jackson, Parry offers five solutions to avoid print media's mistakes.
Parry's solutions are sound and offer a template for the future of academic publishing. His first solution, similar to Jackson's call to stop working with for-profit journals, is to stop publishing in places that charge money for access, are locked down behind a firewall, and restrictive in the author's intellectual property rights (such as publishing the work under a Creative Commons license). Parry calls for, instead of submitting to a journal first, not only a final product, but self-publishing works in progress and "get(ing) over peer review" (17).
The most interesting argument Parry makes is that a PDF "is not a web-based document." PDF is part of the "print-based aesthetic" that he wants academics to move away from. The web, he continues, is networked in a way that requires working hyperlinks. A web based publication needs to feel alive and thriving, which a PDF dumped on the web recreating the print aesthetic Parry argues against often feels quite stale and, perhaps, dead (17). This point raises many possibilities for reinventing publication. There is especially a lot of potential for a drastic shift in how academics publish their MA and Doctoral work on the web.
A further argument for decentralization and more user control can be found in Jo Guldi's "Reinventing the Academic Journal." Guldi's argument is in the same vein of Parry's in regards to the move away from the aesthetics of print towards something new that is not so based on "issue-by-issue websites and PDF servers" (19). What needs to happen, Guldi argues, is journals to become curators of content like social websites such as Library Thing, Delicious, and of course Twitter (20). As Parry calls for academics to demand the ability to publish their works under Creative Commons licenses, Guldi focuses in on an opposition to all forms of exclusive publication, arguing that it is contrarian to the social, sharing, web that has evolved in recent years (22) .
The enthusiasm shown in "Hacking Scholarship" for reinventing the academy can be seen in the brief essays found in "Hacking Teaching." These essays continue the discourse from the previous section of reinvention by disregarding not only outdated publication models, but outdated models of instruction. Gideon Burton begins the section by offering sound advice to students in "Dear Students," most notably he argues that soon the presence someone has online and the identity they create will make a resume or CV irrelevant (64). This is something I discuss with many of the majors in my program as they head out into an increasingly networked and public world.
The excerpt from Jeff Jarvis' "Lectures Are Bullshit" argues that the idea of a lecture is a leftover from the industrial age (67). Why, in, he continues, an era of immediate access, do we need standardized testing and methods of assessment like the SAT? These matters of instruction and assessment do not fit everyone and, again, try to jam squares into circles. Life is, Jarvis concludes, "a perpetual beta" which requires different answers for different people (68). This argument is continued in Michael Wesch's "From Knowledgeable To Knowledgeable," which notes that what is more important today for students is their ability to "sort, analyze...discuss...and create information" (69).
The student essay is critiqued by Mark Sample and Anastasia Salter in respective essays of their own. In "Hacking the Dissertation," Salter cites Sample to argue, that essays 'mean nothing to no one' (quoted in Salter 106). She criticizes the outdated idea and mental picture given to previous generations of students buried under a pile of books, not people and the networks they all share, and how this greatly inhibits progress (106). Salter notes that the more networked approach that allows for "continual revision" creates a classroom that breeds creativity and perhaps guts a lot of the unfortunate plagiarism seen by academics, particularly in writing classes (108) .
Hacking the Academy is a wonderful project that is worthy of a reader's time. This anthology is a great introduction to the digital humanities. While I had read almost every essay in here before, this is the sort of book I could hand to an administration, curious colleague, or student to get them interested in the digital humanities. There is something for almost any academic in Hacking the Academy. The intended audience for this book is clearly those already aware of the digital humanities, but that should not deter newcomers from checking it out. This book definitely reaches what can be perceived as equal parts target audiences: The digital humanities enthusiast and the newcomer.
However, I do have a final concern about Hacking the Academy. I greatly appreciate how open this project has been. I think the editors concern about Hacking the Academy being a print book "undermin(ing) its argument" is a valid one, but not my major concern (4). Not only are all of the essays included in the book available freely online, but the people behind Hacking the Academy have also linked all of the original submitted essays on their website, which led me to some very cool essays. Both this and the print edition also answers their concerns about reaching readers "whom RSS feeds and Twitter are alien creatures" (5). However, something I do not like is that the hard cover for the printed edition is still rather expensive. First, why do we even need to have hardcover academic books? They cost too much and, from pretty much all anecdotal evidence I have observed, do not sell well. For now, Hacking the Academy is still an accessible anthology for both the digital humanities enthusiast and layperson, but the evolution of the academy is heading away from these conventions.
